2015-2016 Clinical Research Scholars (KL2)

Sara Alcorn, MD, MPH
Radiation Oncology

Mentors: Theodore DeWeese, Scott Zeger
Research Interest(s): Dynamic Data Collection, Oncology Trials
E-mail: salcorn2@jhmi.edu

Christopher Brady, MD
Ophthalmology

Mentor: David Friedman
Research Interest(s): Surgical Clinical Trials, Diabetic Retinopathy, Telemedicine, Macular Degeneration
E-mail: brady@jhmi.edu

Matt Burkey, MD, MPH
Child & Adolescent Psychiatry

Mentors: Larry Wissow, Brandon Kohrt
Research Interest(s): Global Child Mental Health Care
E-mail: mburkey1@jhmi.edu

Roland Faigle, MD, PhD
Neurology

Mentors: Rebecca Gottesman, Charles Hogue
Research Interest(s): Cerebral Autoregulation, Perioperative Stroke Risk, Stroke Pathophysiology
E-mail: rfaigle1@jhmi.edu

Ariel Green, MD, MPH
Gerontology

Mentors: Bruce Leff, Cynthia Boyd
Research Interest(s): Decision-Making, Competing Risks, Frailty, Cardiac Implantable Electronic Devices
E-mail: ariel@jhmi.edu

Sara Keller, MD, MPH, MSHP
Infectious Diseases

Mentor: Sara Cosgrove
Research Interest(s): Outpatient Parenteral Antimicrobial Therapy, Quality Improvement, Patient Safety
E-mail: skeller9@jhmi.edu

Alison Lambert, MD, MHS
Pulmonary & Critical Care Medicine

Mentor: Dr. Robert Wise
Research Interest(s): COPD Pathogenesis, Innate Immunity, Implantable Electronic Devices
E-mail: alamber5@jhmi.edu

Clare Lee, MD
Endocrinology

Mentors: Jeanne Clark, Todd Brown
Research Interest(s): Type 2 Diabetes, Obesity, Bariatric Surgery
E-mail: clee158@jhmi.edu
Nestoras Mathioudakis, MD
Endocrinology
Mentors: Sherita Golden, Peter Pronovost
Research Interest(s): Inpatient Glucose Management, Diabetes, Patient Safety, Quality Improvement
e-mail: nmathio1@jhmi.edu

Emily McGowan, MD
Allergy and Clinical Immunology
Mentors: Robert Wood, Xiaobin Wang
Research Interest(s): Food Allergy
e-mail: emcgowa4@jhmi.edu

Samantha Pitts, MD, MPH
General Internal Medicine
Mentors: Jeanne Clark, Nisa Maruthur
Research Interest(s): Preventive Care, Health System Innovation, Quality Improvement, Implementation Science, Patient Centered Outcomes Research
e-mail: spitts4@jhmi.edu

Jessica Rice, DO, MHS
Pediatric Pulmonology
Mentor: Gregory Diette
Research Interest(s): Modifiable Risk Factors in Pediatric Respiratory Disease
e-mail: jrice25@jhmi.edu

Christy Sadreameli, MD
Pediatric Pulmonology
Mentors: John Strouse, Sharon McGrath-Morrow
Research Interest(s): Sickle Cell Disease, Asthma, Secondhand Smoke HCV)
e-mail: ssadrea1@jhmi.edu

Nakiya Showell, MD, MPH
General Pediatrics
Mentors: Lisa Cooper, Rachel Thornton, Jacky Jennings
Research Interest(s): Obesity prevention, Obesity disparities, Multi-level interventions, Clinic-based interventions
e-mail: nshowell@jhmi.edu

Tanya Wansom, MD, MPP
Infectious Disease
Mentors: Mark Sulkowski, Chloe Thio
Research Interest(s): Viral hepatitis (HBV and HCV) and HIV/AIDS
e-mail: twansom1@jhmi.edu